HOSTS INTERNATIONAL
TRANSFER SERVICES 2021

Individual Airport Transfers
Individual transfers from all airports within the UK and Dublin,
Ireland. 'Non-airport' transfers also available on request.
Estate Car, up to 3 passengers per car
MPV, available for more than 3 passengers, up to 6
Meet and Greet inside the terminal
Pre-paid secure, trusted services

Coaches
For groups of 5 up to 50 students anywhere within the UK
and Dublin, Ireland
Meeting point with hosts arranged for groups can be
arranged on request
Meet, greet & accompany to coach (optional for
additional charge)

Executive Cars
Available for VIP or professionals
For added comfort and luxury
Executive Cars on request for specific locations.

Unaccompanied Minors Service
Fully vetted, DBS checked drivers
Students collected from Arrivals Desk at the airport
and taken directly to the accommodation.

Why choose HI Transfer Services?
Full support provided including emergency line during out-of-office hours
and 24/7 over the weekends
DBS checked and vetted drivers
Specially selected drivers experienced and trained in handling international
students
Available to all students, interns and travellers
Drop off/Pick up to/at any accommodation location
Competitive prices
Covid safe transfer
Arranged in advance for security compared to unauthorised drivers
Coach transfers ideal for groups travelling together

Positive feedbacks
''I am actually happy and satisfied with you and the taxi company’s service. This is the
first time that I received a call from pick up company to make sure the student has
arrived during my 10 year working experiences. Additionally, the family is helpful as well.''
Guardianship client
''I want to thank you for the arrangements and pick me up at the airport. Everything was
ok and the driver was nice and supportive.''
Saeedeh, student from Iran

Estate Car, up to 3 passengers per car
MPV, available for more than 3 passengers, up to 6 passengers per car (POA)
Meet&Greet service included in the fare
No parking ticket, waiting time charge or any extra costs

Other location transfers are available and prices provided
on request.

Contact us for more information
info@hosts-international.com
https://www.hosts-international.com/transfer-services/

